Application of multiplanar reconstruction of spiral CT in the diagnosis and treatment of enlarged vestibular aqueducts.
Background: Multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) of High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) makes it possible to achieve a clear view of inner ear structures. However, no agreement was reached on the standard measurement of inner ear. Objectives: To establish standard inner ear measurements for building criteria for cochlear structure evaluation. Material and Methods: HRCT scanning of the temporal bones of 82 cases with normal inner ear structures and 104 cases with an EVA and bilaterally sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) was performed. Three standard cochlear plane and one vestibular plane were reconstructed by MPR. Results: Normative data of inner ear was measured and formulated. The most common malformation found in cases with EVA was incomplete partition type II (IP-II; 90.4%). The IP-II group had significantly greater modiolar height, cochlear aperture width, vestibular area, and vestibule width than did the control group. Different degrees of IP-II modiolar defects were observed using MPR. Conclusions and Significance: Standard cochlear plane can help us to evaluate the cochlear structure. The MPR standard measurement of inner ear is clinically valuable for the diagnosis and cochlear implant of EVA.